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NATIVE SPEAKERS' ATTITUDES T OWARD
THE U SE OF SPANISH B Y N ON-NATIVE S PEAKERS:

FROM G EORGE

•

W. TO J. L O

LAURA CALLAHAN

The City College, The City University oj'Ne.,.,1 York

ABSTRACT. This invesligarion of native speakers'

altitudes lo\vard the use
of Spanish by non-native speakers considers lhe fnllo\ving questions: Do
native speakers consider the public use of Spanish by non-na1ive speakers 10
be inappropriate? Do Latino non-native speakers provoke a n1orc favorable
response'! Do native speakers believe Latinos huve an obligation to k.no~1
Spanish? What factors correlale with nati ve and heritage speakers' attiludes
toward ethnicity and language choice? Data \Vere collected via a questionnaire distributed to students at post-secondal'y institutions in ten s1ares. The
findings provide insights into the attitudes of native and heritage ~peake rs. a
rapidly growing population in the language classroom. The dala also contrib•
ute to discussion of a h1rger is~ue: heritage-speaker criticisrn of the public
u~e of Spanish by non-nntive speakers as a fo1111 of cultural appropdation.*
I NTRODUCTION, 1

Jn recent years there have been 1nultiple opportunities
to observe reactions to the use of Spanish in lhe public domain, not only during
lhe last presidential campaign but also 111 the world of popular music. When considering non-native speakers of Spanish, different standards are often applied t.o

*I would like to express my gratitude to Joe Miller for the graphic de.sign and production of
the survey and for other logistical help, to all of the colleagues at participuting institutions for
their role in the survey distribution, to all of die students who took the survey. and 10 the three
anonymous revie\ver.s for lhei.r comments on an earlier version of this paper.
1The title of this article is aduptcd frorn !he title of the questionnaire used 10 gather ihe data
on which this paper reports. One survey respondent asked: 'Why is your Lille '"Speaking Spanish in U.S.: You, George W. and J.LO"'? Is it meant to be sarcastic?' Although the survey was
anonyn1ous, the respondent provided an en1uil address. My reply. reproduced here. gives the
rationale for the title's wording;
The title is not rneant to be ~arcru;tic. My research seeks to find out \Vhat native
and heritage speakers of Spanish (You, that is, those fiUi11g out the survey ) think
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Latino~ and non- Latinos. One o ften hears Lhut Latinos sho uld learn and use tbc
language, and non-Latinos should stick to Eng lish. Thus, Christina Aguilera i'> criticized for not being able to i,peak Spanish1, while George W. Bush and others are
adn1onishec.l to ' Stop speaking so n1uch Spanish and g ive me more substance·
(Ostron1 & 1' ho1n1na 2000). Even though po litics and entertainment are two different spheres of acti vity, the fact re mains that no n-native speakers provoke differe nt reactions depending on their e thnic ity.
A word in regard to the labels NATI VE SPEI\KER and NON- NATIVE SPEAKER is in
order. fn the case of the foregoing statcn1ent that non-nati ve spe~lkers provoke
different reactions according to their ethnicity, the ten11s are based on tradi tional
standards or language con1petence and order of acquisition. however problematic
those criteria ,nay be . In other parts of this paper, however. while nol Lota.Hy <liscarding the competence-based definitions, the terms NATIVE SPEAKER and NONNATIVE SPEAKER are in1e11Jed to be n1ore or less synony111ous with IN-GROt.:P and
our-GROL'P TvrEMBER. A n in-group 1nember for the [)resent purposes i') a person who
aequires the nati ve-speaker labe l by way o f inheritance in the ·sense en1ployed by
Ran1pton ( I 995:342); ' Inheritance occurs within social hounda.rics, while affi liatio n takes place across then1 ·. Non-Latinos who learn Spanish have a connection
to the language by affiliation, whereas Latinos with various degrees of profici ency
in Spanish have a connection by inheritance.
J. LANGUAGE A 1·rtTUDES. A comprehensive review of language attitude research
is o uts ide the ·cope of th is paper. 3 Prev ious research on nati ve-speaker reactions
to non-n:uive speak ers, ~vhich is the topic nf this study, has focused on what types
of errors in no n-native speech arc acceptable or unacceptable to native speakers
anti what fac tors in the listeners' backg rounds 111ay influence their resp onse 10 non-

about (he use ol Spanish by public figures who are non-Latinos (ror cx,unple.
George W. Bush1. and public figures who are Latino non-nali ve speakers of Spanish (for cxan1ph::. Jennifer L6per.). The names ,vere chosen co be representative
and also for 111axirnun1 recognition.
The tasl point.. tJu1t tJ1e nrunes ,vere chosen for n1axin111111 recognition, m:.ikcs sense iri the con•
text or the constraints unde.r which data ,vere gathered. Que,tilinnaires were sent Lo language
departn1ents in which an lnstrttctor was ,vill ing to distribute thc111 in the classroum. Bulin most
cases they were nut Ii lied out in Lhe classroo,n nor collected by the insuuctur; rdther. it \Ya~ up
10 the re~pondents to fill out the questionnaires on their o,vn 1i111e 1u1d send then, back to n1c.
Given these circumstances, I considered it essential that the title attract uttention.
1 Retrieved June 17. 2002. fron1 <hllp://www.latinbayarea.con1/2001/PagesF-M/
gra1n1nys200 I .h1n1>: <http://w,vw,lan1usica.com/111;tin/feedback..shtml>.
'For a ge,nen1l overview, !lee Agheyisi and Fii;l1111an 1970. Curran.1.a, 1982, and Zahn &
I-lopper, 1985. See also ' Bibliographies on Language Alliludes: Decen1her 61()()()'. retrieved
July 8, 2002 from <hllp://cca1.sas.upenn.e<.lu/-haroldfs/540/a!Litudes/attitudcs.htin l>, For a li.~t
of studies about Lhe lang uage allitudcs of U.S. Latinos. see R an1irez.. Milk. :tnd Sapiens
( 1983:4 l 8),
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oaLive spcet.:h (Galloway 1980, Ludv;ig \ lJ82, Gynan 1985a.b, Sch.i1rer 1992,
Llurda 1995}. Research on language attitudes in relation to Spanish in the United
Slates bas focused on Latino:-:' and Anglos· altitudes toward non-standard varieties of Spanish in comparison to standard Spanish, Chicano Engl ish, and s tantlard
English (C:UTanza & Ryan 1975, Zerda Flores & Hopper 1975, Ryan & Carranza
1977, Ratnfrez, Milk & Sapiens 1983). Such information bru; great re levance for
the field of language pedagogy. and the current project also has in1plications for
language teaching in that it provides insights into the attitudes of a rapidly growing population in the language classroo111: native and heritage Spanish speakers.
Of central concern lo lhis study are the latter group's attitudes toward the use of
Spanish-the very act of s peaking Spanish-by non-native speakers and \Vhat
influence the ethnicity of the non-native speaker may have on the lis1.ener's attitude.
Language altitude re.search with a pedagogical focus has grouped learners'
1n0Livations into instrumental and integrative (Gi:lfdner & Lan1bert l 959, 1972).
So111e researchers have shown integrative motivation 10 con·e late with n1ore successful outco,nes in second language acquisition \vhile others have pointed out
IJ1e limit,ltions of this dichotomy (Ely 1986. Baker 1992:35. Bialystok & Hakuta
I 994: 139 ). We can acknowledge that n101ivations assigned to c.hcse 1wo categories have so111e overlap, and we treat the1n 1nore as a continuum. Of interest to !he
present study is whether the acquisition of Spanish for an instrun1enta l n1oti ve.
s uch ai; a po litic ian who uses it lo address a Hi. panic constituency or a musician
who records an album in Spanish to profit frorn the popularity of Latin music, will
be viewed n1ore or less favorably by respondents who rate their own reasons for
1nain1aining their Spc1nisb 1nore toward the integrative or instrumental end of the
scale. Of in1ere~t also is the role that ethnicity plays in this matter. There are Latino
as ,vell as non-Latino public figures who learn Spanish fi:>r'instrurnental reasons.
For example, when the actor Erik Estrada crossed over from English-language
n1edia into Spanish-language television, starring in lhe M exican telenovela Dos
r11ujeres, un ca11ti110, he took an intensive course in Spanish at Berlitz (Prodigy
1997 ). Bill Sin1on. Anglo candidate for governor of California in 2002, ran commercials on Spanish-language television and radio, taking private lessons in Spanish to prepare (K urtz1nan 2002). ln the present study, we are concerned to discover
whether a respondent who s trongly agrees with the s tatement that ·Knowing Spanish is important lo me because it will increase my ean1ing pov,1er and help me
ach ieve a higher professional status · will be more syinpalhetic to s ul'.h uses by
public figures, even those who are not Hispanic.
2. LANGUAGE AND ETHNICITy. Ethnicity is difficult to define and in fact ha:, no
absolute measurement. Ethnic men1bership can depend on a con1bination of ascribed and achieved characteristics. What constitutes these characteristics is subjective and ,nay be non-consensual (Fishman 1997:329). It can be based solely or
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collectively on race. language. natjonal origin, or religious orcul1ural affiliation.
fn the case of Latinos, one or various of these criteria may con tribute LO an
ind iv idua I's sel f-classifitation.
[n the present study, ethnic identity turned out to be an importanl independent
variable, On the que~tionnaire it was left open-ended. so that respondents coulJ
ackno\vledge aU groups of which they consi.dered lhemselves to be rnen1bers as
well as to elicit their own labels for those groups. On Lhe roJe of language in ethnic membership. Giles anJ Johnson ( 1981 :236) :.ay:
, . n1e1nbers of an ethnic group ,viii alter their linguistic anJ non-lingui:-Lic
h1)lln\larie:. ... o as to 111aintai11or to as1-un1e a high level of overall p1:rccivcd
boundary harclnc.ss. For example. if an etJ1nic group soflcns its linguistic
houn\laric.s hecau~c the group for ecunon1ic reasons needs to con11nun1catc
\Vith ano ther ethnic group. 1he n1en1bers n1ay harden tlicir non-linguistic
boundaries ... Alternatively, if an ethnic group sense.s chat its non-linguistit:
boundaries an: softening, and for example. mernbers are being lost through
intcnna.r,·iagc. then the group n1ay auempt to harden its linguistic boundaries
in an effort to counteract this tre nd.

3, E1·HNIC 01 sT1NCTIV ENESS. HJspanic ethnjcity bestows the non-native speukt:r
with a right to participate in spheres of Latino influence. A customer reviewing
Christina Agui Iera':, Spanish language album. Mi Reflejo, remark!) 'Since Aguilera
had Ve nezuelan Isic; other sources cite Ecuadorian l heritage. recording :l Latin
pop album was appropriate, even if she didn't know how to speak the language· ."
However. others c:ritieize the singer for her lack or proficiency in Spanish anJ her
ethnic inauthenticity and accuse her of u-ying to take advantage of the popularity
of Latin music.5 Compare this to Brazilian actress Sonia Braga 's ren1arks that ·she
was bothered by the fact that IJenniferJ Lopez is labeled a Latino'. According to
Braga. 'she [L6pezl is not Latino, because she was born in Nev., York. grew up in
the Bronx. and wus eduC-aled in the United States, ·peaking English' (Rodas
2002:26).
Reactions arc ,nixed when those speaking Spanish are neiLher native speakers
nor Latino. There eems co be rnore acceptance of non-Latino. non-native .-;peakers in popular music than in politics. The band 'N Sync 's singing in Spanish on
Lhc 200 I Latin Gramn1y av,ards program was praised by one comrnentator: ·With
NSYNC's popularity this had to raise tJ1e status of Spanish in the eyes loll both
Hispanic's and non-Hispanic youth. The positive message sent by NSYNC's perfonnancc will do n1uch to raise the self-esteen1 and create po~itive perceptions of

;Retrit1ved )unc J7. 2002 from <http://r11usic.ban1esandnoble.com/search/pro<luct.asp'!eun=
78636932323>.
~Retrieved .lune 17, 2002. fro,n <httpJ/www.latinbayare:.1.con1/200J/PagesF-M/
gn1mn1ys200 I .htn1>: <http://wv.-\v.lan1usica-con1/Jnain/feedback.shtml>.
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Hispanic youth an1ong then, se lvcs and their peers· (Arag6n Ulibarrf 2000). However. others criticized the group ·s appearance on a program intended 10 celebrate
Latinos· achievements: 'Tambien participari1 el grupo · N Sync. qu ienes, al no ser
Latinos, no tienen otra raz.6n aparte de su relaci6n con los Estefan para cstar
presentes' (Col6n 2000). 6
4. L ANOUAOt:.AND OWNERS! UP: MtNClRITY L ANGUAGE AS A WE-COD[l. On t.hc lirst
episode of the science fiction television show Enrerprlse (rebroadcast January 13,
2002. UPN). the character of the ship's Lranslator. a young woman named Hoshi
Sato. expresses gratitude to another young woman. ship science officer T 'Pol. in
Vulcan , T ' Pol's native language. Oflicer T' Pol ans\ver curtly. · I was instructed
to speak English on this 1nissio11, and I'd appreciate ii if you would respect that· .
·roward the end of the two-hour episode. after the two \1/0men have gone through
a tea,11-huilding experience. T'Pol signals solidari ty with 1-foshi by addressing her
in Vulcan. I cite a television show not to trivialil.e this issue but to de1nonstrate
how it forms part of popular culture and. lhus. is a part of a colleclivc social frame
of reference.
The use of code switching into a n1inority language as a technique 10 signal
ethnic identity has beeu well documented (Gumperz & Hernandcz-Chave1.
1975:154, Gurnperz 1982:72. S:inchez 1983, Bl orn1naer1 1992:67). The native
speaker has a stake in controlling availability of the minority language because of
\Vhat it can symbolize: ach11is:-.ion to an in-group, or at least acceptance of a nonnative speaker's use of Lhe co<le that represents such a<lmission . Examples of. this
bave been reported across various language pairs in \Vhich one of the pair is identi tied wit.h speakers of a certain ethnicity. Woolard ( 1989) comments at length on
Catalan-speakers' unwillingne ·s to use Catalan with non-native speakers, and
Weyers ( 1999) reports on Spanish as an ethnic 1narker in El Paso. Texas. Hewitt
( 1982), Ran1pton ( 1995, 1998), ;,ind Sebba and Wootton ( 1998) examine the interaction between adolescent speakers of British Black English and Ja1nnican Creole in L()ndon wilh their while pecrs.1
5. C ucrUHAL APPROPRIATION. C ULTURAL APPROPRIATION is a tern1 that hus been
used to ch.iracterize the diffusion of an rut forn1 associated with a 111inority population throughout the-socioeconon1icaJly dominant cuJlure,
especially when this
,
involves business interests and product consurnption (e.g. Alvarez 1998. Pellarolo
1999). For exan1ple. charges of cultural appropriation have been leveled at white
rap singer. (Arnold 2002). Graphic designers' use of icons from indigenous cultures also comes under crutiny (J. Miller, per onul con1n1unica1ion, June 8. 2002).
~·Toe group ·N Sync ,viii :tlso panlcipate. \Yho. nc,1being Latint)s. have no other reason to
be pr!!.~Cnt spurt from their relationship ,vilh the Estefans.' (My 1rans l11tion.j
1See also Euv.,ards ( 1989, p. 367),
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Docs rninority language use by non-minoriLy 1ncn1bers constitute cultural appropriation? fnasmuch as the n1inori1y language functions as an idenljly syrnbol
of an exclusive resource and syn1bol of group n1embership for its native speakers,
it~ use by out-group 1nen1bers may be considered a forn1 of usurpation. The concern for the n1aintenance of cultural disLinctiveness via the syn1bolisn1 of language
is seen in the co1n1ncnls of borh consultants and researchers. For exurnple. on the
functions of l'a/6, a Chicana respondent observed that, unlike standard Spanish.
ca/6 is still reserved for in-group me1nbers: 'The language provides a way of con1n1unication that can ' 1 be penetrated, that can't be taken away. Ir won ·1 die. There ·s
so n1any gabachos (Anglos) that speak Spanish. I don't think they' ll do that with
ca/6' (anonymous consultant quoted in Galindo 1992:26). In regard lo two-way
language in1mersion progran1s in the schooli:;, Garcia ( 1993:80) says:
Under 1ht: pressure of' English-only. Spanish has stopped being ..:lain1ed as
the resource of lhc Latino comn1unity. and educators \v ho s1ill dre3n1 of developing the Spanish nf Latino children have bt:gun to hide heh ind the 1nnsk
of doi11g so also for Anglo children. As rnaintenancc bilingu,il prf1gran1s .started
.retreating, dual language progran1~ involving both Latinos and Anglos can11:
into being ... Bui it is in1portant to recognize that these dual language progran1s precisely destroy 1he link between Spanish and a Latino identity, by
taking: Spanish a\vay fron1 Latino lips ;ind souls and spreading it thin an1ong
everybody ...

6.

The foll owing research questions were posed.
( l) Do native and heritage speakers of Spanish consider the public use of
Spanish by non-native speakers to he inappropriate?

RESEARCH QUESTIONS.

(2) Do native and heritage speakers consider it 1nore approptiate for Latino
non-native speakers to use Spanish than it is for non-Latino non-nuLive
speakers?
(3) Do narive and heritage speakers believe Latinos have an obligation l<J
be able to speak Spanish?
(4} What persona.I factors correlate \Vith naLi ve and heritage speakers' aui
tudes on is~ues of ethnicity and language choice?
It was predicted that respondents would rate it more acceptable for Latino nonnative speakers to use Spanish than for non-Latino non-native speakers to do so.
Certain relationships among variables were anticipated. The dependeDt variabJe
of a negative attitude toward the use of Spanish by non-native non-Latino speakers was expected to correlate with a high in1portance assigned to ethnic-group
me1nbership and Spanish-speaking ability for self-identity. Other independent
variables for which a correlation with a negative ,1t1itude was predicted were birth
in the U.S. and lower proficiency in Spanish.
In contrast. a positive attitude toward the use of Spanish by non-native non-
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Latirll) speakers ~vas expected 10 correlate \V1Lh less irnporlance assigned to clhnic-group n,embcrship and Sp:inish-speaking abi lity for self-identity and a higher
proficiency in Spanish. Son,e these variahles corrct.11.e ,vith one another: The
children and, especially. the grandchildren ofi mtnigrants tend to have less Spanish language proficiency than individuals raised and educated in a Spanii-h-speaking country. Individual~ rah;ed in a Spanish-speaking country wi ll naturally have
inore proficiency in the language and, not having grown up in a situation in which
it marks n1cn1bership in a separate group. n1ay be less possessive ol' it rhan those
\Vhose ,1bilitics and opportunit ies fo r Spanish language use are more unstable.
Evidence fron, previous slut.lies motivates these preuiction)S. Carranza ,u1d Ryan
( 1975) round rnore critical attitude~ toward Anglos a,nong Latinos ,vho were secon<.l- or thirt..1-gcner-Jtion An1ericc1ns 1han ao1ong recent in1n1igranls rrllln Mexico.
Recent u,,-ivals anti visitors huve been found to be rnore accepting of non-native
spea kers' speech. ln a newspaper roll conducted during the 2000 presidential
can,paign. a third of Lhe respondents saiu Lhey might vote for a candidate who
advertised in Spanish or spoke the language. and this figw·e rose to 55 % an1ong
voters con1ing frorn households \.Vherc mostly Spanish was spoken (Ostrom &
Tho111ma 2000). In a study hy Schairer ( 1992:31 1). monolingual Sp:tnish speakers ,vere 1nore accepting nf non-nati ve speakers' Spanish. Gallovvay ( l 980:430)
round that non-teaching native ,peakers ,vere rnorc tolcr:tnt of gram,natical errors in n()n-nati ves' Spanish than were Anglophone teachers or Spanish but that
the forn1er were 'relatively cdtical (through their cnmn1enls) of tbose [non-native
spe,tkersl who con1111unicntct..l with apparent ease and grurnmatical accuracy·. These
cases point to n1ultiple correlations: n1ore recent arrival in the U.S .. n1ore daily
use of Spanish. and n,ore posit ive attitu<.le toward non-native speakers· use of
Spanish.

or

7. MFrH()I>. D;,ila were collected in Fall 2002 via a questionnaire t..li:,tribuled in
Modern Language and Spanish and Portuguese departments al universities in
California, Nevada. Colorauo, New Mexico, Texas. Kansas, Wisconsjn. tvluryland,
Georgia. and Florida. The selection criteria for the universities contacted were the
pre:-encc of native and/or heritage !.peaken, of Spanish and Lhe instituti(1n ·,; location. An effort was nJade to obtain a satuple ,vith p:irticipation from the rnajor
geogrnphic regi<>ns in which Spanish is spoken in the United States: however, a
djsproportionale nun1ber (65()/o) c:1111e from California and the ren1aining 35"ii from
the other states. The majority of the respondents were enrolled in classes of Spanish for Spanish speakers, althl)ugh ~on1e were students in upper-division linguistics or literature courses, and a fe\v \Vere gr.iduatc students. The target population
\Vas individuals with some degree of proficiency in Spanish and some degree of
self-identification with a La1ino ethnic group. Based on the investigator's experience as u student and teacher. as ,veil as correspondence \Vith Lhe departments
contacted. ii \Vas decided that respondents n1eeting these two criteria ,vould be
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found in SNS (SPANISH FOR NATIVE SPEAKERS) classes a:. well as upper-division
content courses taught in Spanish. The sample \Vas a convenience rather than 1·andom ~an1ple: The use of university students with U1eir instructors as intern1ediaries faci litated access to a \Vider geographic region tJ1an woultl otherw1se have been
possible.~ However. students \Vere also selected as respondents in order that the
study uJttmately have son1e pedagogical implications. Oul of 39 departments contaeted by e-mail. 24 responded and 18 of these agreed to distribute the questionnaire. A total of 177 questionnaires were returned by respondents or their instructors.
The questionnaire is divided intt) five parts, each wi th a title to orient respo11dents to its contents." Part One, enlitled Who Speaks Whut When: Pracrires and
Preferences. consists of four items. The first asks for respondents' language choice,<;
for use with four cypes of interlocutors: family, friends , co-workers, and strangers. 'rhe /lecond asks respondents in which language they prefer lo be addressed
by people in Lhe same four categories. ba~ed on whether their interlocutors are
native or non-native speakers of Spanish. In the two final ilems respondents are
asked to rate the appropriateness of the use of Spanish by public figures in various contexts, again based on wbether the speaker is a native or non-native speaker.
The responses to this section of the survey are the subject of another report and
are not further discussed in this paper.
Part Two, Language, Ethnicity a11d fde11riry, is a series of twelve state1nents,
listed below, with which respondents indicate their J egrce of concurrence on a
five-point Likert-type scale.
( I ) It is appropria1e for a non-native speaker of Spanish wbo is Latino to
use Spanish in public appearances.
(2)

It is not appropriate for a non-native speaker of Spanish who ts not
Latino to use Spanish in public appearances.

(3)

A politician who is Latino should use Spanish when addressing a
Spanish-speaking audience.
A politician ,vho js not Latino should not use Spanish when addressing a Spanish-speakjng audience.

(4)
(5)
(6)

An entertainer who is Latino should use Spanish when addressing a
Spani sh-speaking audience.
An entertainer who is not Latino should not use Spanish \.vhen addressing a Spanish-speaking audience.

~This .study was undenakcn ,vilh no inslitulional or outside funding .
~Following Canieron, Frazer. Harvey, Rampton, and Richardson ( 1992, pp. 14. 23-4). my
intention in providing section ti lies in the questionnaire was to avoid any appearance of deception ur patronization.
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Non-Latino 111usicians who record albu1ns in Spanish arc stealing
Latino culture.
(8) The Spanish language dues not belong to any ethnic group in particular.
(9) L:itinos who do not speak Spanish hould learn Spanish.
{l 0) Nun-Latinos who· do not speak Sp:inish should learn Spanish.
( 11 ) Being able to speak Spanish is a very i1nportant part of \vho 1 am.
( 12) My ethnic group membership is a very iniporlanl part of who I am.
\ 7)

Part Three, The Personul /111porta11ce oj'Spanish, consists of eight items probing instrumental and integrative 11101.ivation fo r respondents· interest in Spanish
language main1enance (Baker l992:3 1-5):
{I ) lt will help me earn n1ore money.
(2) 11 enables ,ne tt) understand Spanjsh language T V and musk:.
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

11 enables me to read books and newspapers in Spanish.
II \Viii help tne fulfill a university requirement.
It enables me to talk to family men1bers in Spanish.
h enables n1e to talk to fri ends in Spanish.
It helps me fi t in be lier in n1y con1muniry.
It enables me to know ,ny culture better.

Part Four. Linguistic e111d De,nvgraphic Inforn1a1iv11, coUects data regarding sex.
age. nurnber or years' residence in the United States (Carranza 1982). country of
bi rth for respondent and respondent's parents and grandparents, ethnic group.
educat.i()n and income levels, languages of instruction fron1 elementary school to
the present, languages of general use at hon1e, \VOrk , and school, and asks respondents to rate their proficiency in English and Spanish (Ryan 1979: 155, Woulard
1989: l 34. Baker 1992:49-55).
Part Five. Yo11r Co1n111cnts. solicits comrnents on any issue raised in 1he questionnaire.
Indirect methods of elicitation have sometimes been preferred over direct altitude questionnaires for their ability to ·reveal judges· 111orc private reactions' (Lambert 1972:2 15). Direct questions, it is argued, may not always yield subjects' true
auitudes. Especially in face~to-face interviews, respondents may give answers
desig11ed LO n1ake themselves appear more socially attractive. In this study the
queslionnaire was anonymous and involved no contact with the investigator or
fellow participants. It is hoped that this served to reduce the bias that ,night otherwise occur in either direct.ion. either toward the re earcher'~ or the respondenr's
in-group when each belongs to a different group.
Nevertheless, future investigations could incorporate n1ore indirect methods for
comparison uf results, Participants could be asked to rate various characteristics
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of public figures. chosen to represenl Latinos and n(ln-Latinos using Spanish as
well as ordinary cit izens in some of the situ.ilions described in the present study's
lJUestionnaire. It should be noted. however. Lhal SEl\1ANTIC OIPFERENTlAL SC'AI.ES
such as those co1nmonly used for this type of task require a certain suspension of
be lief since they ask fo r individual men1bers of a given group to be eva.luatcd in
general terms. In short, respondents are required to stereotype. Negative reactions
to this type of survey iten1 have been noted. For cxan1 ple, Nocon ( 1995,52), in
regard to a sen1antic di lJerential iten1 that asked respondents to co1uplete the sentence 'Spanish speakers are generally ... • noles that 'Several instruc tors who admi nistered the questionna ire reported that some of the responde nts had expressc<l
verbal outrage at what they perceived as a racist questio n· . A fter a confere nce
presentation e ntitled · A tti tudes of teache rs toward varieties o r spoken Spanish'.
an audience men1ber asked if any of the partic ipants had refused to use a rating
scale described as part of the stud y on the basis o r its stereo1ypica l choices
(Gutierrez-Candelaria 2000).
8. F INDINGS . Quantitative results do not demonstrate that nati ve speakers consider the use of Spanish by non-native speakers to be inappropriate in certain contexts. Responses to Part Two, Lang uage, Ethnicity and Iden tity, of the 4uestionnai re are shown in Table l. [NB : In the Tables, 'Gro up r consists o f respondents
who consider then1selves to be members of a L:'l tino ethnic group : 'Group II ' consists of respondents who do not consider the n1selves to he ,nernbers of a Latino
ethnic grou p.J
R ESPONSE F REQUENCY AND P ERCl., N'l'AOE

M EAN

(Scale of 7-5 'S1ro11gly Disag ree' tn 'Stran g(y Agree')
4
5
l
2
3
ITEM
35(.23)
68 (.44)
l (.0 I )
9 (.06)
40 (.26)
l
36 (.24)
16(, 10)
4 (.02)
36 (.24)
6 1 (.40)
2
3 (.02)
13 (.08)
42 (.28)
93 (.6 1)
1 (.UL )
3
5 (.03)
2-~ (. 16)
26 (. 18)
4
40 (.26)
57 (.37)
77 (.50)
4 (.02)
3 (.02)
18(. 13)
5 1 (.33)
5
7 (.04}
35 (.23)
65(.43)
33 (.22)
I 3 (.08)
6
6 (.03)
15(. 10)
7
40 (.26)
65 (.43)
27 (. 18)
57 (.37)
34 (.22)
27 (. 18}
14 (.09)
2 1 (. l 4)
8
44 (.29)
42 (.28)
3 (.02)
l J (.07)
53 (.34)
9
15(. 10)
16(. 11 )
89 (.58)
27(. 18)
6 ( .03)
LO
18(.12)
130 (.85)
I (.0 1)
3 ( .02)
l (.0 I)
Il
2 (.0 '1)
13 (.09)
28 (. l 8)
I 09 (. 71)
I ( .0 l )
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TABLE I . All l?e.vp1111ses.

3.8

l.3
4.4
2.3
4.3

2.3
.., .,

-·3.5
3.7

3.?
4 .8
4 .6

Group I (Nlen1bers <if a uilin.o Ethnic Group)
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A total of only I 2o/o (11 =20) agreed with the Statements that 'it is not appropriate for a non-native speaker of Spanish who is not Latino lo use Spanish in public
appearances· (item 2) and that an entertainer who is not Latino should not use
Spanish when addressing a Spanish-speaking audience (iten1 6). Only 13o/c (11 =
21) agreed with the staten1ent that ·non-Latino musicians who record albun1s in
Spanish are stealing Latino culrure· (iten1 7). A slightly larger number ( 1'9%, n =
30), but still in the minority, agreed with U1e statement that 'a politician who is
not Latino should not use Spanish when addressing a Spanish-speaking audience'
(ite1n 4). In response to the staten1en1 that ·the Spanish language does not belong
to any ethnic group in particular' (iten1 8), 59% (11 = 91) expressed agreement,
18°k, (11 = 27) were neutral. and only 21 o/" (11 = 35) were in disagreen1en1. The
hypothesis thal respondents would rate it niore accept.able for Latino non-native
speakers to LLSe Spanish than for non-Latino non-native speakers to do so was,
therefore, discarded. However, qualitative evidence in the fonn of respondents'
comments does point to some conditions placed on the acceptance of non-Latinos·
use of Spanish (see Sections 10.1 and I0.4).
Affirmation of the second research question, whetber native and heritage speakers consider it more appropriate for Latin() non-native speakers to use Spanish than
it is for non-Latino non-native speakers, also failed to receive strong quantitative
-;upport. 1'he two statements on the questionnaire that measure attitudes toward
this question have inverse wording. The response was likewise inverse. The first
,tate111ent, that •it is appropriate for anon-native speaker of Spanish who is Latino
to use Spanish in public appearances' (iten1 I), elici ted 67% agreement (n = 103)
and I0% (11 : 7) disagreen1ent. The second statement, that •it is not appropriate
for a non-native speaker of Spanish who is not Latino to use Spanish in public
appearances· (iten1 2). found only I2o/r,, (n = 20) in agree1nent but 64% (11 = 97) in
disagreen1ent.
The third research question \Vas whether native and heritage speakers believe
Latinos have an obligation to be able to speak Spanish. The staten1ea1 most related to this question was posed directly: 'Latinos who do not speak Spanish should
lean, Spanish' (ite1n 9). Wh.ile just 9% (11 = 14) disagreed with th.is statement, a
bare n1ajority of57o/<' (11 = 86) agreed while fully 34% (11 = 53) were neutral. Two
other statements relare indirectly to research question three, although they assess
auitudes lO\vard Latinos ' use ofSpanish in cettnjn contexts and not explicitly their
ability to speak it. However, agreen1ent with these two staten1ents itnplies an as!'> Un1pcion of Spanish-speaking ahility. The first. 'a politician who is Latino should
use Spanish when addressing a Spanish-speaking audience' (item 3), elici ted 89%
(11 = 135) agreement. The second, 'an entertainer "vho is Latino shou ld use Spanish "vhen addressing a Spanish-speaking audience' (item 5), found 83% (/l = 128)
in agreement.

No correlation of a negative attitude toward tile use of Spanish by non-native
non-Latino speaker~ with a high in1portance assigned to etl1nic group member-
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ship and Spanish-speaking abiliry for self-identity was found, due lo Lhe uniforn1ity of agreen1ent with the statements n1easuring the latter tv,io variables. That is.
an overwhelrning n1ajority or respondents assigned hjgh importance to erhnic group
membership and Spanish-speaking ability for self-identity. Ninety-seven percent
(n = 148) agreed with the staten1ent that ' being able to speak Spanish is a very
important part uf wh0 I an1' (item 11 ). a11d 89% (n = 137) agreed with the state1nent that 'my ethnic group membership is a very in1portant part of who I am ' (item
12). Nor were the.re significant differences between respondents· attitudes according to generation in the U.S .. except in response to one statement. described below. This one case corresponded to a positive rather than negative altitude toward
the use of Spanish by non-native speakers.
Self-reported lower proficiency in Spanish proved 10 correlate with a significant difference in response to two statements, Respoodenls who reported greatest
speaking proficiency in English had slightl y lower mean scores than those who
reported equal spe:ik.ing proficient:y in English and Spanish. These state,nents were
nol ones measuring attitudes toward the use of Spanish by non-native non-Latino
speakers bul r.lther toward i1s use by Latino speaker/. when addressing a Sp:1nishspeaki ng uudience. Self-repented greater proficiency in Spani1,h did not prove to
be associated with any significant djffercnces in responses.
The fourth research question concerned which factors correlate ~1 ith nativeand heritage-speakers' attitudes on issues of ethnicity and language choice. The
overall uniforn1ity of responses to iten1s n1easuring the dependent variables 1nade
it difficult lo draw clear correlations. However, son1e con·elarion of responses wi th
generation of i1nmigration. reported language of greater proficiency and reported
ethnic-group membership did emerge. These responses are reported by subgroup
in Table 2. '" While all groups disagreed with the statement that ' non-Latino musicians \Yho record albu1ns in Spanish are stealing Latino cu lture' (iten1 7), firstgeneration imn1igrants disagreed most strongly. [n regard to the statements that a
politician or entertainer '\Vho is Latino should use Spanish when addressing a
Spanish-speaking audience· (items 3 and 5 ), there was significantly stronger agreement among respondents reporting equal speaking proficiency in Spanish and
English than among those reporting themselves as English dominant. Reported
ethnic group rne1nbership yielded the n,ost co1Telations: On seven out of twelve
state1nents in Part Two of the questionnaire, the group of responJenls not considering themselves to be members of a Latino ethnic group had lo\ver scores. The
differences were signiftcunl in five cases. Por each of the following statements,
the non-Lati_no group's mean was in the neutral range, whereas the group of respondents who considered thernselves t<> be members of a Latino ethnic group had
averages in the high neutral to 1nid-agreen1ent range:
10Shaded cells in all

table..~ indicate ~tatistically significant (p < ,05) tLi tferencc,, in n1ean scores,

established by 2-tailed t-tesls.
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(I)

LI is appropriate for a non-native speaker of Spanish who is Latino to
use Spanish in public appearances.

(3)

politician who is Latino should use Spanish when addressing a
Spanish-speaking audience.

(5 J

An entertainer who is Latino should use Spanish when addressing a
Spanish-speaking audience.
Latinos who do not speak Spanish should learn Spanish.

(9)

A

(J2) My ethnic group membership is a very important part of who I am.
R ESPONDENT GROUP

ITEM

l.F

l.M

l. 1st

I.2nd

I.3rd

L

2
3
4
5

3.8
2.3
4.5
2.4
4.3
2.4

7*

2.3
3.4
3.7
3.2
4.8
4.6

3.9
2.3
4.4
2.3
4.3
2.3
1.9

3.8
2.3

6

3.8
2.2
4.3
?.3
4.2
2.0
2. 1
3.8
3.8
3. J
4.7
4.5

4.0
2.0
4.5
2.0
4.3
2.4
2,8
3.6
3.8
3.2
4.8

8
()

10
II

3.7

3.7
3.2

4.8

4.4
2.3

4.3
2.2

2.2
3.4
3.8
3.2
4.8

TOTALS

I.E
3.9

I.S

I.S/E

3.9

2.1

2.3

4.2
2.2
4,J
2.3
2.4
3.7
3.7

4.5
2.5
4.2
2.5

3.8
2.4
4.6
2.4
4.4

3.1

2. 1
3.6
3.7
3.2

4.7
4.5

4.9
4.5

2.3
2.1

3.6
3.8
3.2
4.9
4.6

J.T
3.8

U.T
3.3

2.3

2.3

4.4

3

2.3
4.3
2.3

2.4

2.2

3.5
3.7

3.2
4.8
~-6

3.8
2~5
2.0
3.7
3.
3.3
4.5

4.7
4.5
12
4.6
3.1
Shaded re/ls-= p < .05. 2-tailed /•tests
*DijJ~re11ce i.t significant bet,veen I.J st and I.2nd and bet111ee11 J. I st und I.3rd; not
signij1cant ber.,•een I.2nd and J,3rd.
l.r- = Fernale (II = 117)
I.M = Male (n = 36)
I. /st= First generaJion (n = 42)
I.2nd= Second ge11erotio11 (11 = 90)
I.3rd= Third ~eneration (or beyond) (11 = 21 /
I. E = Most proficient in English for speaking (n = 49)
I.S = Most projicie111 in Spanish for speaking (11 = 20)
l.S/E = Et1ually proficienr in English t1nd Spanish for speaking (11 = 84)
I. T = Tcita/ of Group{: Me1nbers of n Latino ethnic group (11 = 153)
11.T = 1°(1tal of (;rn11p II: Not 111en1bers of a Latino erh11ic group (11 = 24)
TABLE

2. Mean Scores (Grour I Subsets, Group I Total, and Group JI)

Response clusters also failed to yield dramatic differences. Three c lusters were
tested, and the results are shown in Table 3. Cluster One consists of lhe average of
t.be sum of lhe ratings for statements 1, 3, 5 and 9 on Part Two of the questionnaire. A high score, on a scale of one to five. indicates a positive anitude toward
the public use of Spanish by Latinos as well as agreement that this is an obliga-
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cion for 1nembcr~ of that ethnic group. C lusterT\vo consists of items 2. 4, 6, an<l 7
with the responses reversed, alo ng with iten1s 8 and I 0. A high score on this cluster reflects a positive att.itude toward the public use of Spanish by non-Latino!>. as
,veil as agreement that non-Latinos shoul<l learn Spanis h. Cluster Three consists
of 1hc sa1ne sta1e1ncnts as in C luster T\VO, this Lime with the r esponse values reversed for stateo1ents 8 and IO only. A high score on Cluster Three inditates disapp roval of Lhe public use of Spanish hy non-Lati nos and disagreen1ent ,vlth the
assertion that non-Latinos should learn Span ish.
Reported ethnic group membership once agai n proved statistically sig nificant,
as could he predicted fro1n scores on indi vidual staten1ents noted above. The group
of respondent:, not considering themselves to be men1bers of a Latino ethnic group
(Group II) had a lo,ver total score (ILT) on Cluster One. as highlighted in Table 3.
R ESPONDENT GROUP

One

I.F
4. 1

Two

3.6

I.M
4.0
3.7

Three

2.5

2.3

CLUSTER

TOTA LS

I. I ~t

I. 2nd

I.3rd

I.E

r.s

l.S/E

l.T

JI.T

4.1

4. I

4.0

4.0

4.2

3.6

3.6

J.6

3.6

4. 1
3.6

3.6

3.7
2,4

4.2
3.6

2 .5

2.4

2.4

2,4

2.4

1.4

J.6
2.4

ShC1ded t't11/s = f) < .05. 2-ttJ/led 1-11,sl,'i
I.F = Fe111a/c, In : 11 7)

I.M = Ma/(!

= 36/
I.Isl= Firs/ generation (11 = 42)
1. 211d = Seco11d genera/ion (11 = 90)
I .3rd=== Third ge11erc11io11 (1/r heyo,uf) /11 = 21)
/.£ = Mos1 projicil'11/ in Englishjor speaking (n = 49}
I.S = /vl11s1 pn1/it·il·111 i11 Spanish J;,r spttaki11g (11 = 20 }
J. S/£ = Equally pr11/icie111 in EnKli.,I, and Spanish for speaking (11 = 84)
1. T = Total of Group I: Me111hers 11/' a Latino ethnic g roup ( 11 = J53 J
JI. T = Total of Group II: Nol 111e111/Jers of a La1i110 rth11ir group (n = 24)
(11

TABLE 3. Clustered- lte111 Mr:011

Scoresj'or Croup I Subsets.

Group I Tr.11111. nnd Grnup II
We now turn to Part Three of the questionnaire, in which e ight ite1ns tested
instrumental and integrative motivation for respondents' interest in Spanish-language maintenance. As shown in Tables 4 and 5, some correlations did c1nerge
between ethnic ity and instrun1e ntal and integrative ,noti ves for lea111ing and n1aintaining Spani$h. Non-Latino respon<lcnts' n1can score:,; are significanLly lo,vcr on
two of the integrtlti ve iten1s. \Vhich ask respondents to indicate their agree1ncnt
with the statements that ·Spanish is important 10 111e because... It enables 1ne to
talk to fa ,nily ,nembers in Spanish' (item 5) and ' It enahles me to kno\.v 111y culture better' (item 8). The overall integrative score is significantly highe r for the
Latino responde nts than for non-Lati no respon<lents; this san1e score is also <;ignificantl y higher than the Latino respondents' overall instru,nental score. fn con-
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RESPONSE FREQUENCY AND PERCENT1\Gfl

(Scale<~( 1-5 'Strongly Disagree· to 'Stro11gly Agree ')
?
4
5
ITf:M
I
3
47
32
65
I
I
8
6
63
7S
2
3
3
87
3
-I
I
2
59
??
49
4
18
55
9
106
2
40
5
3
7
88
4
2
52
6
II
40
36
61
7
5
98
4
4
13
34
8

'

--

M EAN

FREQUENCIES
1.1.T
1.T

4.0

4. I

4.4
4.5

4. 1

3.8

3.7

4.6

3.2
4.2

4.4

3.9
4.4

4.3

3.5
3.1

S/ul(/ed cells= p < .05. 2-tailed I-tests
TABLE 4. A// Respo11.l'es. Group I;
Cornparison 1vith Mean Scnr<'s.fron, Group II

I. 1nstrun1ental 4.1
U. lnstrwne,nal 4.0
I. Instrumental 4.1

---------

l. lnte!grative 4.3
Shad<'d cells = p < .05. 2-railed r-resrs

I. Integrative 4.3
11. Integrative 3.5
11. lnstru1nental 4.0
11. Integrative 3_5

TABLE 5. c.:o,np11riso11 oj' !11str1u111111ta/ and
l11regrativ<' Meun Scores for Group.~ I 011d II

Lra:::1. the non-Latino group's overall inslruinenla l score is significantly higher than
its integrative score. There is no significant di fference between the two groups in
overall instrun1enLal scores (as shown by the non-shaded area of Table 5).
9. STUDY LINIITATIONS. The dependent variable in this study \vere: (a) auitutlcs
LO\vard the public use of Spanish by Lati nos. 11011-L,ttinos. native speakers anti nonnative speakers. (b) importan<.:c of Spanish-speaking ability 10 self-idenLity. (c)
i1np()rtance of ethnic-group n1en1bership to self-identity. and (d) in. lrun1e11tal and
integrative 1notivcs for Spanish language n,ainlcnance.
The independent variables were (a) gender. (b) generation of immigration. (c)
reported language of greater proficiency for . peaking. and (cl) reported ethnic-group
n1c1nbcrsh i p.
With a larger and more evenly distributed study population, additional variables could be incorporated to te:::t their effects on attitudes expressed. T hese include population density. proxi1niLy to the Mexican border. and political party
affiliation . Of particular interest would be a coruparison bct,veen South,vestern
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populations wiU, those concentrated in the Northeast. The researcher is currently
engaged in a study of language attitudes in Ne,v York City. involving direct ob,;ervation of language choice in interethnic encou-nters between strangers.
lo. RESPONDENTS' COMMENTS, On 1.he final page of the questionnaire, respondents were invited to \Vrite comn1ents about any of the iten1~ on the~urvey. Nearly

a third provided comments, anu so,ne al o ,vrnte notel- on othe r pages nf the questionnaire. The content of their re1narks can be g rouped into six major the.n1es.
l 0.1 . COMMENTS o,-; TH E Us1:: 01' SPANISH BY NON-LATINOS. The topic on ,vhich
there was the t.u·gesl nun1ber of co1nn1ents was the use of Spanish hy no n-Latinos.
Some respondents considered such usage to be unconditionally positive. Others
en1phasized the need for such speakers to show respect for 1J1eir audience and to
posses a high degree of fluency. This call for respect echoes Hill ( 1995:205-7),
who cites a ~pecial register that she calls J UNK SP1\NISH. used by certain non-Latino
publtc figures to give their speech a colloquial lone. According to Hill (1995). it.S
effect depends on I.he listener's or reader 's awareness of a negati ve stereotype of
Spanish speakers in the United States. A ,vell-known example i~ the phrase haste,
la vis111, \vhich, like '1' 11 be seeing you· in English, is a form of leave-taking that
can in1ply a !;intere hope Lo 1ncet again. After its use in the film Ter111inator If:
Jrulgrnenr Duy. however, it has been co-opted for use a. an insult thi.lt expresses
the exact opposite.
Mentions of fluency recall studies in which non-native speakers· fluency or lack
thereof has been found to have a negative influence on their receptio n by native
speakers. A s Ludwig ( 1982:275) points out:
... co1nprchensibility and irritation arc intricately linked. While a given error type n1ay be more or less likely to cause irritation, this samr.: errnr ,nay
not invariably interfere wi1h con1prchensihi li1y in equal ,neasure. But. in general, higher comprehensibillty i111plies lo,ver irritation.
San1ple co1n1ncnts on I.he use of Spanish by non-Latinos are given in examples 1-9.
( I)

CA rn.16 1'
l think 1hat is great that other people non-Latino are spending tin1e
trying to learn the language of Cervantes.

(2)

FL f. I
I think it is tlauering when a non-native (non-Latino) speaks Spanish
in fro nt of an audience of ·only Spanish' speakers. It shows lhem Lhe
speuker is concerned about them even if they uren't the same.

" Codes refer IO sex and s1a1e of L1rig1n c,f IJ1e re~p11ndcnt: the number i~ arhilr,1ry. For example. CAn1. l(j is a male fron1 California. A code of •E' refers lo a respondc,11 f'ro111 Group If.
that is. respondents excluded f'ro1n Group I. for \Vhich self-identification ,vith a L.ilino ethnic

group was the cntcrion.
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<3)

Ef.24(CA)
I love th1..i Spanish language and I think anyone should be allowed to
spe:;ik it <1s long ns t.hey do so respectfully.

(4)

Ef.7(CA)
My only co,nments are about the questions \¥here you ask if it is appropriate for non-native speakers or Spanish to use Spanish in public
appeara11ces or when addressing a Spanish-speaking audience. I agree
wilb that only if lhe person is respecting U1e people and the usage of
their language and culture. The same opinion goes to r lhe non-Latino
musicians who record albur11 in Spanish. As lo~g as lberc is respect
for other people's cultures and language:,;, it shouldn't n.:ully n1uttcr
what lang.uage you are using.

(5)

Ef.3(CA)

[ would like it if celebri1ics/public figures, native and non native .speakers alike. worked on ilieir accents before speaking Spanish in a speech,
in n1usic. etc. so that it seems a little less like they are pandering to a
Latino audience. even though it is clear that lhey are sornetin1es. If
they sounded as though they tQok 1hc time Lo develop their speaking
ability (accent, gram111ar. vocabulary) it would convey more of a sense
of caring and concern.
(6)

Ef.4(CA )

I believe if a non-Latino is going to us<.> Spanish ,vhcn addressing a
Spanish-speaking audience, he must use it respectfulJy. 1-le must make
an effort to learn the language, notjust words here and there like
--an1igo·· and "gracias·•. Otherwise. l don't think he should \J SC Spanish.
(7)

CAf.6

l do not like Americans who think they can speak Spanish to speak
Span ish to n1e because their tendency is to translate ti·om English. This
makes it gra1nmatically incorrect and it botilers me 10 hear all U1e gram-1naticaJ errors. r ve aJv,ays requested all materials to be in English for
the sanie reason. The Spa11isb is te,,-ible.
(8 )

Wln1.7
If you arc 1101 ldoublc underscore I llucnt in a second language. please
[do] not even try !

(9)

CAf.27

Anyone whojluently [triple underscore] spcc1ks ldouble underscore!
Spanish hould use it vvhenever.
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10.2. Tlf1= USE OF ~P,\ NISH BY L:\TINOS. The use of Spani!>h by Latinos also urcw
comrnent~. Then1es included the use of Spanish in the presence of non-Spanis h
speakers. the relationship between Spanish-speaking. ability ,ind Latino crhnicit)',
and the duty or Latinos 10 use Spanish. These then1e..s; are exempl ified by I 0-13.
(10) NMf.4

My n1other is of Hispanic origin and n1y fa Lher of Caucasian. Tn Ne\.V
Mexico I tun called a coyote (a n1ix.). Both cultures interact in 111y fan1 ily. Mostly English is used because my father and brother don't speak
Spanish. I d(1n 't speak Spanish, but I understand a lot. I think it is rude
to use languages around those who don't understand it. So,neti,ne~
there are certain situati,ins in which it is appropriate.
(II) CAf.81
I just bel icve that 1-lispanics shou Id continue to enforce their naLi ve
language and that if they speak Spanish and are with a group of Spanish speaking people they should speuk Spanish and not try tu neglect
the language by saying that lhey don't understand or can't speak ii
when in fact one can tell that they ure Hispanics. I also hclieve that
public figures should address their public in Spanish \Vhen the public
are Spanish peakers- if it's the case. Many ti1nes \vhat happens they
beco,nc so Americanized Lhat n,any public figures or even people forget where they ca,nc fron1.
( 12) CAf.87

Just becau~c son1eone is L.atino and does nol knov.1Spanish. dcies not
1nake that person any less Latino anti shou ld 1101 he required to know
Spanish (as some people think).
( 13) CAf.89

1 think it's very in1purtant Lhat Larino:-. kno\v Spanish and even non-

Latinos, because it teaches people abc,Jul our culture. And Latinos. are
often forgotten. so we need a voice.
I 0.3. ETTfNtcn·v. Ethnicity and ethnic category labels were the central then1e of
many respondents· con1me11ts. 12 Respondents took the opportunity to clarify their
own eLhnh.: identification and to express fru stration with ethnic labels in current use.
as sho\\111 in L4- I 8. The rcn1arks of one respondent. En1. ?2(CA) (exa1nple 18),
illustrate popular n1isconceptions ,1bout the distinction between ethnicity and race
and the ccn<lcncy 10 equate the two. On U.S. government fonns. the only catcgo-

t:Kccall that n,1 calcgoric.s \Vere included on 1he quc~tionnalrc: rcspondenL~ wrote in 1vh,1t
they con~idcrcd to be their ethnic group. For n discu,~ion ol lhe history of label~ used tu categorize 11eople by rJc:c .111tl ethnicity. ~cc Rodrigue,, ('.!()()()).
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ries for 'Ethnicity' are 'Hispanic or Latino· and 'Not Hispanic or Latino' . "' ith
instructions to 'Choose one response' . These are follov,ed by five categories for
'Race·- · American Indian or Alaska Native', ' Asian ', ·Btack or African American·, 'Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific islander· , and ' White ·- with instructions
to ·Select one or n1ore ·.
( 14) Ef.15(KS)

Whal exactly do you understand by "LATINO' '? Does it include
French. Italians. Portuguese. Brazilians. and Rumanians since thei.r
native languages also con1e fron1 LATIN?
( 15) KSm,6

It can be hard to include your!-elf in an ethnic group. In my case, l' n1
f,om Spain. Does that n1ake rne Hispanic? Technically. yes. Does it
make n1e ·white not of Hispanic origin ' or ·white of Hispanic ori.gin' ?
It all sounds very artificial and s0111etin1es this kind of categorization
i.s not e,ren helpful.
(16) NMf.5

No soy l~atina. Soy (coyotit<.1) una palabn.1 Nuevo Mexicana que desc1ibe las pcrsooas con sangre rnexicana ( 1/2) y sangre anglo-sajona.
La cu ltura es Jo que hace la diferencia. Gracias a la cultura Nuevo
Mexicana me identifico [mas?l como Mexicana/Chicana/Coyotita que
Anglo-Sajona. 11
( 17) Ef.JO(CA)
It may be confusing that I' m ,vhite of European (mainly) orig.in, but I

speak Spanish so n1uch <1t hon,e. Thal's because I ' m 111arried to a n1an
from Mexico and we speak both languages pretty interchangeably at
home.
( 18) Em.22(CA)

I think the classification and qualification of' 'Hispanics' or ' Latinos·
as a race is absurd. If Argentina was switched geographically \Vith
Mexico, everyone here in California wou ld have tn carTy papers on
them at all times 10 distinguish Argentines from U.S. citizeni- . The
border checkpoints down here in San Diego are pure racial profiling
and il is hideous that we rely on such backwards n1ethods such as racial profiling lo 'protect our borders' in this tl:iy and age. I also don ' t
consitler an Argentine person or :iny person frorn Latin A111erica that
11

' 1 am not uitina. 1 an1 (coyotita) a New Mexic-an \VOn.l lhal describes people with Mexican blood ( I /2) and Anglo Saxon blood. Culture ii, ·what n1akes the difference. 171anks to the
New Mexican culture. [ identify I1r1ore? I as a Mexicana/Chicana/Coyot:ita tJ1an as an Anglo

Saxon: !My tran~lation.]
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may have the ,-;ame racial roots as me i.e.: Sv,edish Sco!li$h, German
to be a different race because they live in Latin A1nerica and not North
Americ:i. A white Argentine ::hould not be grouped together with a
mulatto or black Cuban or Dominican or Puerto Rican. The language
one speaks has nothini to do with the race that they are,

10.4. THF. UsE OF SPANISH EY Pot.1-r1c!ANS. The use of Spuni:;h by politicians
was also specifical ly remarked upon (examples 19-22). This was .1 prorninent topic
in the questionnaire and a n1ajor in1petus for the study, the focus of which was on
the public use of Spanish. Again. the preference that speakers have at least son1e
tluency is n1entionetl.
( 19) CAf.20

ll is bothersome to see politicians struggle with their Spanish, however l do understand tha1 they are only trying 10 get an e<lge on their
running mate... One must try a new mediun1 to get ahead and it i!- un<lerslan<lable.

(20) CAf.80
If there is one thing ll1at really bothers n1e. it's poli1icia11:- of LHtino
descent who are ashan1ed of their background anti do not learn Spanish. But. yet \Vhen it comes to gaining votes they atte1np1 10 conyuer
tbe Latino audience wici1 minimal, incon·ect, and ndict.ilous uses of
the Spanish language in their public appearances.
(21) FLf. 7

r feel

very offended when non-native Spanish-speaking politicians
speak in horrible unpracticed Spanish in hopes of attracting a larger
Spanish speaking support. I think that it insults the inlelligencc of
native Spanish speakers 10 be only spoken 10 in Spanish;just beC'ause
they speak Spanish more lluently does not mean that they cannot con1prehend ,I different language.
(22) CAf.7

If a person can speak Spanish, they should not be afraid to use it. It
cun only be beneficial for them. Since the 1najority of people in California arc Mexican (Spanish-speaking) it ,vould be ex1re1nely beneficial for a politician 10 know Spanish to gain support of thl! majority.
10.5. SPANISII LANGUAGE:. MAINTcNANCE. Spanish-language maintenance and
1he respondent's sta1us and experiences as either a native or heritage speaker ,vus
also a ,najor then1e. Although one of the survey questions asked respontlents to
indicate which language they considered then1selves to be n1os1 proficient in for
speaking, listening, reading and writing, this was not a pron1inen1 topic in Lhe survey
i1self. That respondents took the opportunity to con1ment on it indicates its im-
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portance to the sumple surveyed (which, recall. consisted primarily of student in
Spanish for Native Speakers classes), Several con1ments on Spanish language
n1aintenance are given in 23-33.
(23) CAf.20

I tend to use Spanish with people who can only express themselve~ in
Spanish 111ure than with people ,vho ure not flu ent in Spanish. Native
Spanish speakers tend to intimidate me. Only if I am cornfortable with
the relationship can I let my guard do,vn . I fee l most con1fortuble
speaking with other bilingual students, friends, co-\vorkers because
we ha ve the sarne hang-ups. J think t11at it is great to start off speaking
111 English and end up speakjng in Spnnish without a wink. If I lack a
word in Spanish it is substituted with English.
(24) CAf.22

It is a sha1ne 10 see or

kno\v people that were brought up wi1h the
Spanish language and now seen it all disappear due to lack of practice
and/or ignorance to the importance uf ii.
10

(25) CAf.33

Taking this class, Spanish for native speakers, as well as your questionnaire has n1ade me realize how I'm slowly lening go of n1y Spani~h. Both my parents speak Spanish and English, mostly they con1munic,11e to us (family) in Spanish, but somehow English has been
the language I use to communicate. speak, as well as write. It 's an,azing to me that the language I knew as a child is not used in my daily
life. It's a very sad thing really.
(26) CAf.42

l an1 u nati ve bon1 Spanish speaker. But, throughout the years of not practicing Spanish, I feel J um not at the level that I should be. 1 only talk
Spanish 10 my parents, and at work when a Spanish speaker has a question. I regret that m.y parents never .showed me how lo read/w.rile in
Spanish when I was young. 1'his is why I strongly encourage that there
should be schools that have classes on how· to read and write in Spanish.
(27) CAf.52

It ,vas a difficult experience for me enter the uni versity co111ing from
a ho1nogcnous communi ty of Latinos (mostl y Mexicans and MexicanAmerican!> ... some Central-An1ericans as well) 1101 only the language
differences, but also the ethnic differences; this was the fi rst tjrne r
realized I really was a n1inority. I have Lo admi t that Spanish is the
dominant language in my fami ly and with friends but not in the \Vork-
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place and university life. When people hctu- 1ne speak Spani-.h I notice
they give ,ne disgruntled looks (especially if the person is nun-Lat1noJ.
(28) CAf.9~
I feel that second generation Hispanic/Latino chiltlrcn shou ld be encouraged LO learn Spanish prolicicnlly.
(29) CAr. I

I didn ·1 kno\v how to r1ns\vcr how Spanish is i1nport:.1nt to inc. I think
iris because l'n1 a n.11ive Spanish speaker. Then:fOl'C, Spani~h i~ inside 111e. it is part of n1c. in fact it Is ,nc. It is also nol 111y choice. It just
happened to be like 1hut.
!30) CAf.3
·1 an1 Latina. My 1110111 never :;poke Spanish to us and l feel that that
held us back from our roots. I al\.vays wanted to learn Spanish since I
was a liulc girl and learned sonic fn)ln 1ny friends' house. 111 high
s<:hool is when r took n1y first class. I wus detennined to learn Spani~h ::ind decided 10 n1akc it my 1nujor in college in order to dCJ so. I can
no,v understand it prelly well but I . till feel nervous about speaking it
because I need n1ore oral practice. JVly friends that speak to 111c in
Spanish probably \vonder \vhy I ans\vcr back in English but it"~ because I' 1n e1nbarrassed Lo mess up. I wn n1osl co1nfor1able in speaking. Spanish to a native-Spanish speaker who can speak lin le or no
Engli!-.h because they are n1ore lindcrstanding an<l helpful tti rix the
phrases and n1ess-ups. antl in order to co1111nunicate I can't re~ort to
English. So I have to try harder. ft is n1y go.ti L<> bei:01ne con1pletely
fluent.
(3 1) CAn1.4
f believe that learning another language such ::is Spanish is greaL It

breaks down racial/ language barriers and helps stop rac:i:,m because
you learn culture and history. My n1om·s first lang uage was Spanish
but back in the 60s the school called niy grandparents and told the111
to stop speaking Spanish to my mo,n because she couldn "t grasp English. i\lo\v 40 years lut~r Spanish has been extinguished in my frun ily. That is why I a111 ... taking Spanish c lasses. My gl>af is tt1 learn
Spani h .ind bring it back Lo my farnily. M y kidh 11•i// speak hoth English and Spanish,
132J FL111.6
Spanish is a very beautiful language. Even though I li ve in the Unitc<l
Stutt.:s I' 111 trying my best lo ren1ain proficient in it. sn Lhal one duy I can
speak to rny children (I)(' even granuchildren) in my first true tongue.
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(33) FLf.10

I live in Mia1ni and it·~ 111ainly 1-lispanic. My friends who are of otJ1er
ethnic groups have picked up 01ne fonn of 1he Spanish language. I
also know Hispanics v.iho <lon·1 speak it at all. I feel Spanish is i1nporta11t to you if it is instilled at a young age hy your family.
I0.6. SPANISII L ANc;u,, ciE AND 1-llSPANtC POPULATI ON GRO\VTH. The importance
of 1hc Spanish language in the contexl of Hispanic population gro\vth was tnentionc<l by several respondents; this is an issue that is recog nized by Latinos and
non-Latinos alike in the United States (see 34-39}.
(34) CA r.52
For 1ne my language is very i111ponant because without it how ca n I
connnunicate with n1y furnily bei ng lirst generation A1ncricans as well
as living in L.A. !Los Angeles! where Latinos are the largest growi ng
ethnic 1ninori ty.
(35) CAf.62

I think 1ha1 people who work for communities with a great Spanish
speaking population ~ht1uld learn Spanish in order to cornmunicatl! better with the people in Lh1.: con11nuni1y. For example, all those jobs that
provide a service like policen1en, dnctors. nurses or liren1en. ll makes
their job easier if they cun comn1unicate wilh eacb other.
(36) CAm.68

Living in a con1munity in which 70o/c of the people arc Hispanic, and
n1itldle class. ll's very in1portant to speak Spanish. ln so1ne cases there
is no option. you must s reak Spanish due 10 1he facL 1hat most of the
population in my comn1unity don ·1 speak English.
(37) CAf.74

The only comment I have is that 10 rne, the Spanish language ts very
beautiful and i1nportant to this country because of the cno11111, us and
rapid growing rlispanic p()pulation.
(38) CAf.80

Le:tn1ing Spanii.h is everyone's individual ch()ice. but considering that
Spanish has becon1e a do1ninant language in our culture due to the inc reasing nurnber of Latin American irnmigrants, there is a necessity
and it is in everyone's best interest to learn Spanish.
(39) CAf..l 0

I think everyone shoul<l kno"v snn1c Spanish. It \Vould be good to know
all the languugcs but i1·s very important in the U.S. to know Spanish.
Many advantages to it.
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11 . 11\Jll'LICATIONS AND FUTURE R r.SEARCH. One aim of this prOjt:Ct ,vas 10 provide insights into the attitudes of a rapidly grov,ing population in the language
classroorn: native and heritage speakers of Spanish. Of particul.tr interest is 1hc
finding that. •,vhile inslrumental rnoLives for kno,ving Spanish are significantly 1nore
imponan1 to non-Latino studen1s and integrative niotivcs are ignificantly n1ore
irnportanl lo La1ino students. both groups auribute nearly identical in1portance to
instrun1ental n1otives. In other words, even though Latino respondents as a group
assigned more importance to integrative n101i ves, they also assigned high io1portanc.:e to instrumental 1notives.
The resu lt!\ of this study are also rclevan1 to an understanding of r.he dynarnics
of interaction bet\veen native and heritage-spt:aker students and the ·o-called traditional foreign-language learner. For exa1nple. ,vhat effect could native-speakers · negati ve attitudes toward the use of their language by non-native speakers have
on those learners wiLh integrative motives?
Citing Genesee, Rogers, and Holobow ( 1983 ). Baker ( 1992: 36) says

(The rcscurchersl ... found that a student's e,'l.pect;llion of n1otivutional sup~
port from the target ·second language' group wa~ a pO\VCrful predictor of
second language proficiency.
. . . The integrative allitudc must be viewed in a group and cultural context. Where a pupil is rec.iuircd or encouraged 10 learn a n1inori1y l:1nguag1:
(c.g, Welsh, Irish or Sco11ish Gaelic), cultural sancli()ns, perceived econn111ic
dc1nands. religion~ affiliation and the target language group's expected reactions arc all potentially importan1. That as. the presence of an integrative allitude rnay be kep t latent if perccpti()nS of reactions to the enactn1cnt <)f 1ha1
auJtudc an:: negative. The best of intention can he tlnvnned by the ,1,1ors1of
conditions.

This inves1igation's findings indica1e a n1ore positive. or at least benign. au11ude on the part of the target language group toward out-group men1bers· use of
their language than some pubticly expressed attitudes indicate.
There are implications for the Spanish-language teaching profession in the area
of sociol inguistic competence In multilingual settings. A question educators may
want to address is that of out-group mcn1bers· responsibilities in the use of an ingroup language. A s noted in respondents· con1n1ents, the~e include the in1portancc
of respect and a reasonable degree of fluency.
It is hoped that the data will also contribute to discussion of a larger issue: the
criticisn, of non-native speakers' public use of Spanish in the United States as a
forn1 of c.:ultul'al appropriatioti (cf. Garcfa 1993. Atv,lrez 1998. Arnold 2002) and
\vhat language educators' response to the 111atter should be. Little quantitative
l:Vidence was found of a belief on the part of native and heritage speakers of Spanish
that non-native speakers who use Spanish are guilty of cullural appropriation (see
'fable I. responses to iten1 7).
This study has afforded a glitnpse of language altitudes among nativeund heri-
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iage speakers of Spanish in the United States. More work remains to be done. A
fu ture investigation should try to reach a larger sample of the population with a
more even geographic distribution. and il should include respondents of different
ages and educational bat:kgrounds. Interviews with selected respondents might
provide additional insights into the complex relationship between language and
ethnic identity as manifested iJl the interactions of English and Spanish and their
speakers in the United States.
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